
Let Your Feelings Be Your Guide

(if you want a feel-good life)

Let’s talk about feelings. Well, okay, to be more precise – I’ll write about feelings and you can
read what I write and see how you feel about it. How’s that?

I’ll start.

Except for the Vulcans and androids among us, everyone has feelings. Yet we don’t always
know what they “mean” or how to respond to them. Many people have become experts at
ignoring their feelings, others cave into them and wallow for a while, then emerge feeling
more than a little wiped out. We often experience feelings as a nuisance or a distraction, yet
many have learned that trying to override feelings with logic and reason often backfires.

They’re more than a little misunderstood, wouldn’t you agree?

Yet learning to understand and navigate through our feelings is one of the best skills we can
develop…if we want to live a feel-good life.

I’m tremendously grateful to have made the shift in orientation from thinking my way
through things, to feeling my way through. It’s amazing how much more readily we can access
fulfillment when we let feelings be our guide rather than linear, pro vs. con thinking. And
that’s because fulfillment is a state of being that we recognize as a particular feeling. If we’re
not tuned in, we don’t experience it.

Learning to recognize and trust feelings is a big part of the work I do with clients.  I often say,
“Let your feelings be your guide.” Yet as simple as that sounds, it’s really quite an art, in part
because the word “feelings” means different things to different people. It’s easy to get
confused.

For example, it wouldn’t be unreasonable for someone to feel angry at a perceived insult and,
having received a recent admonition to “let your feelings be your guide,” lash out in a way
that makes the situation worse, not better. Often when we speak and act in the midst of strong
emotion, we create results we’d rather not experience.

So why would we ever want our feelings to be our guide? Don’t they get us in trouble more
often than not? Wouldn’t it be better if we could simply bypass them altogether, like Mr.
Spock in the original Star Trek series, and act always from a cool and rational place?

I’ll go out on a limb here and declare a firm “No!” in answer to those questions. Life without
feelings wouldn’t really be life at all. Our feelings are what give us a sense of aliveness. And
they really are an invaluable guide in making choices that nudge us back to our path of
greatest fulfillment.

So how can we let our feelings be our guide…without letting them run away with our good
sense?



First, let’s get clear on some terms. There’s a big difference between deep feelings and
emotional reactions. There’s also a big difference between letting our feelings be our guide,
and acting on a given emotion in a given moment.

Emotional reactions are triggered by something. They are an invitation to slow down and gain
clarity about what you truly want. Deep feeling, as I’m using the term, is an inner sense of
what is right for you – or not – right now. It is, literally, a felt sense. There is no charge around
it, just a deep recognition or understanding you can subtly feel.

Deep feeling is one way your intuition speaks to you. Emotional reactions get your attention
so you know when to slow down and listen.

I usually find examples tremendously helpful at a time like this! Here’s one from my life
experience. Many of you know that I spent years in the corporate world, climbing a career
ladder to increasingly more responsible positions and becoming unhappier at each succeeding
rung. The closer I got to those senior-level positions, the less I wanted them. I was appalled at
what I perceived as the greed underlying virtually all of the decisions made at that level. I was
sure I couldn’t play that game.

Now, let me pause and be very clear here. I’m not trying to convince you that corporate
executives are greedy. Some may be, many are not – it’s actually none of my business. I use
this example because, at the time, I felt very strongly about how unjust the whole corporate
system seemed to be. And it took some time for me to realize that my emotional reaction was a
signal for me to pause and – instead of focusing my attention on the “greedy” executives –
look within myself, instead. Why was I so upset, really?

Although there was a whole constellation of thoughts and false beliefs that gave rise to my
upset, the fundamental reason my emotions were so high was that I felt trapped. I believed I
was experiencing what “work” was supposed to be, and that I had to force myself to fit into an
environment that didn’t suit me particularly well.

Or I could keep trying to change the environment, which I’d been doing – propelled by my
sense of injustice – with marginal success. That was long before I appreciated such wisdom as,
“What we resist, persists,” and long before I understood that my very focus on what I didn’t
like about my job was ensuring that I would keep experiencing it.

But even at the level of awareness I had at the time, I could see that acting from emotional
reactiveness wasn’t effective. I felt depleted, and nothing much had changed in my immediate
work environment. So I was prompted to consider another alternative. What if I wasn’t
trapped? What if I could do work I really loved?

I think most of you know that my life has become an answer to those questions. I am now
doing work I love – not because I acted on my emotional reactions, but because their intensity
finally got my attention. My strong emotions prompted me to pause, lift the covers and see
what was underneath.

And that’s the whole point: strong, negative emotional reactions are a signal to us that we’re
perceiving or interpreting a situation in a way that no longer serves who we are or who we are



becoming. It means we believe something to be true that is disempowering us, as I believed I
was trapped in the corporate world when in fact I was not.

Fast forward a few years. I had navigated my way, after several starts and restarts, into a part-
time consulting role, still in the corporate world. I had founded what was then a teaching and
coaching business named Solid Ground and was nursing it along “on the side.” I began to feel
a great longing to develop my Solid Ground work more deeply. Unlike the negative emotions
arising from my earlier years of looking outside myself and judging what was “wrong” with
the senior executives, this feeling was completely different. It was calling me forward, not
keeping me stuck. This was not an emotional reaction to my circumstances. It was an impulse
within me that wanted to grow – and one that I could feel.

There wasn’t a negative charge to the feeling, but it did carry its own sense of what I call
positive urgency. Let’s get on with it! Now is the time! That felt-sense was strong, clear and
peaceful. I didn’t have to look for clarity, the feeling itself was the clarity I sought.

And so on my journey I have been guided both by my emotional reactions, which call me to
slow down and inquire within, and my deep, felt sense of what is right for me at a given point
in time. As I’ve shifted from analyzing my next move to feeling into it, I’ve experienced far
greater flow, fun and fulfillment in my life. (Not to mention a renewed zeal for alliteration.)

By the way, this doesn’t mean I’ve abandoned all of my reasoning and analytical capacities. It
just means that I rarely lead with them, and I never depend solely on them in making
decisions. I’ve learned that my feelings are a far more reliable and efficient source of guidance.

To be honest, learning to recognize, discern and understand my emotions and feelings has
required more than a little practice. It isn’t always clear whether a particular feeling is a
reaction based on a false perspective, or if it is inner guidance. I know many of my clients
grapple with this, as well. Yet just because it isn’t always clear what they are telling us doesn’t
mean we should simply give up and ignore those pesky feelings altogether. It just means we
have finer levels of discernment yet to develop.

And developing those finer levels of discernment can make the difference between living a life
that is frustrating or depleting or maybe just a teensy bit boring – and living the life you
actually came here to live.

So be willing to explore the depth and wisdom of your own feelings and emotions. See if you
can distinguish between emotional reactions and the deeper, intuitive knowing that comes
through as a felt sense about what is right for you, or not. Pay more attention, in general, to
how you feel and what that might be telling you. Be curious, be willing to actually feel your
feelings – and be open to experiencing what it’s like to live your life in the flow.

You might be surprised at how good it feels.
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